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   Manufacturers
Innovative products or services, global marketing strategies, processes or training resources: 3D technologies have to serve you and not the other way around.


 

   Buying Experience
Online shopping experience, in-store or retail, on the road, trade shows and other commercial activities: 3D technologies have to match your strategy, must be tailored to your needs and not the other way around.


 

   Architecture, Engineering & Construction (AEC)
Efficient communication of what is at stake at different project phases: design, construction and maintenance. 3D technologies are now a proven and essential tool to support projects at any phase: from design to marketing and sales.


 

   Attractions
Installation or event having the action or power of evoking interest, pleasure, or liking for someone or something. “Wow!”: the emotion your exhibition, installation or event must trigger to your customers or visitors. Attraction must be at the center of your strategy and we are making sure technologies are serving it and not the other way around.


 


 Virtual solutions for real challenges
 We are a software and hardware engineering firm specialized in emerging and 3D interactive technologies for over 10 years! We are involved in various sectors to identify the best solutions considering both economic and technical challenges.



Virtual Reality (VR), Augmented Reality (AR), 3D Interactive Visualization, Real-Time Rendering, Computer Vision & Multimedia




WORK ETHIC
Your goals at the center of the strategy to be defined: from design to deployment. In our reality technologies are available, but is the project sustainable?


OUR MOTIVATION
Finding the right balance. Technologies will always evolve. We make sure to know all the project specifics: budget, schedule, actual systems, deployment, technology trends, etc. At the end of the day we need to find the best solution right now and for the future.


OUR COMMITMENT
We are partners from start to finish, from the initial design or architecture to software production and deployment up to the future evolution of your solution.



 Our approach
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 Projection-based Virtual Reality










VR PowerPod
Ultimate portability and collaboration: project reviews made possible anywhere. Bring collaborative virtual reality (VR) to stakeholders at their work environment: classroom, construction trailer, sales presentation, trade show, event, etc. PowerPod merges together 3D projector and head tracking in a single, in a ready-to-use, out-of-the-box single product.
Key Features
	Stereo 3D projector 
	Powerwall style projection screen: 10×6.50-foot 
	Professional head tracking 
	Up to 5 users collaboration simultaneously 
	Dimensions match carry-on baggage requirements 
	Rugged and stainless-steel ultra-portable design 
	Designed from the ground up for Unity 3D and Unreal Engine 
	Compatible with any software with VR HMD support: Oculus Rift, HTC VIVE, et Windows Mixed Reality* 

Find out more
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VR CAVE
We design the most affordable, proven and tailor-made projection-based immersive virtual reality (VR) systems: design reviews, training, sales presentation, ergonomic assessment, event, etc. All our systems are designed, deployed and installed in order to get you started from Day 1 to focus on your application or project.
Key Features
	Standard configuration available 
	Tailor-made configurations to match your specific requirements 
	Systems based on standard, open and evolving technologies 
	Fixed or mobile installation option 
	Designed from the ground up for Unity 3D and Unreal Engine
	Compatible with major CAD softwares 
	Turnkey solution: installation, training and support included 
	Compatible with any software with VR HMD support: Oculus Rift, HTC VIVE, et Windows Mixed Reality* 

Find out more
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 VORTEK Software Platforms










VORTEK Spaces
Our award-winning 3D visualization software for non-technical artists, representatives and salespersons: kitchen designers, interior designers and architects. The professional designers uses their preferred CAD software and sells with VORTEK Spaces.
Key Features
	Get results in no time: professional 3D interactive walkthrough within 15 minutes 
	Unique ease of use 
	Extensive ready-to-use manufacturers material library 
	Screenshots, videos, 360 videos, and 3D interactive walkthrough output formats 
	Windows 10 application available on the Microsoft Store 
	Continuous updates available: features and content 
	Annual or 3-month subscriptions available 
	SketchUp, Cabinet Vision and Revit* supported 

Find out more
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VORTEK Surfaces
Platforms and services for surface manufacturers and distributors in the design, architecture and construction industry. Our extensive expertise spans from high-quality captures or scans of physical materials, including colors and finishes (appearance properties) to digital and virtual specification.
Key Features
	High-quality, high-resolution captures and scans of products physical appearance properties 
	Large format captures (more than 50 square feet) 
	Unmatched captures of products available in large volumes 
	Suitable for product high turnover rates 
	Efficient digital data management 
	Digital and virtual assets generation to industry standard formats and CAD software such as: 3ds Max, V-Ray, Unreal and SketchUp 

Find out more
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 Our Case Studies







 Subscribe to our newsletter
 News, technology watch and applications


    
 








 Engineering Services
 Beyond our software development expertise. For over 10 years, we have been evolving in short, accelerating innovation cycles to apply our experience and know-how in order to find the focal point between technology trends, our customers challenges and innovation.


 01. Analysis


Technological and competitive environments, trends, business goals and economic reality: technology must serve your goals and not the other way around. We are continually striving to clearly see and quickly to find the best strategy for research, development and marketing, with return on investment (ROI) as a key requirement.



 02. Validation (PoC)


Finding out the minimum viable deliverable to set the framework, proof of concept (PoC), and business and technical hypothesis validation.



 03. Production & deployment


Adapting the proof of concept and taking into account real-world parameters, systems to interface with, processes and people.



 04. Support


We go beyond project delivery? Projects have life cycles and we are aware of that. We will always be there to support you, adapt and make your projects evolve to match your current offering and business goals.






 Our services



 Latest Achievements


 [image: ] Musée de la civilisation 
 Exhibition: Image x Image. Le cinéma d’animation à l’ONF




  [image: ] Uniboard Canada 
 Uniboard | Design 360
 See

 

 [image: ] VORTEK 
 VORTEK Spaces | Award-Winning 3D Software




 [image: ] Esterline 
 CMC Electronics | GPU Drivers & Graphics Libraries






 Our achievements



 What's New
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 Premier Tech Is Launching Liveline
Arcane Technologies is proud to announce that the international manufacturer Premier Tech through the Digital business group launched its production line 3D configurator Liveline in early access. Liveline enables OEM equipment...
 See

 

  [image: ] 3D interactif
 Interactive and Immersive Visit to Come to the Maison Alphonse-Desjardins
For its installations at Maison Alphonse-Desjardins, the Société historique Alphonse-Desjardins wishes to enhance the visit to the museum by entrusting the mandate to Arcane Technologies. The experience promises to be...
 See

 



 Our news



 info@arcanetech.io +1.866.977.4890
 New project to undertake?
 Great, would be happy to discuss with you !


     
 
 

 



 Thank you
 Your email has been sent!






 Subscribe to our newsletter!
 News, technology watch, trends and applications always with focus on innovation in products and services development, marketing, processes and training.
    
 




 Contact Us
 1393, avenue Galilée 
 Québec, QC
 G1P 4G4
 Canada
 +1.866.977.4890
 info@arcanetech.io
     



 © Arcane Technologies 2024. All rights reserved. Privacy Policy Terms of Use
 Conception : STRONG developpement.





  
  
      